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The purpose of this study was to evaluate the many
diverse activities going on under the child advocacy label in order
to determine if there was anything, new or different about this
phenomenon and to attempt some conceptual ordering of the field.
ihterviews were conducted with a number of people knowledgeable in
children's service, and an attempt was made to identity as many child
advocacy programs as possible. Case studies of some 70 programs were
conducted, and a total of 116 child advocacy programs were
identified. On the basis of this survey, a number of themes which
underlie current efforts in the child advo,:acy movement are
elaborated, and implications for child welfare are presented. (CS)
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The concept of advocacy for children is certainly not

new. In American social welfare, its.tradition can be traced

back to the latter part of the nineteenth century when leaders

in the child welfare field started to publicize the prOblem

of child abuse and. campaigned vigorously for legislation to

protect the interests of children. The Children's Bureau,

established in 1912 to investigate and make public facts

about living conditions of children and their families, has

provided over the years a noteworthy example of advocacy

within the public sector. The crusade for child labor

legislation durinj, the 1920's was a high point in the history

Of American social reform efrorts. More recently, state com-

mitte.es for..children and youth have advocated for children

.on many different fronts. And the Child Welfare League of

America has. at times been a focal point of advocacy for

children within the voluntary sector.

Child advocacy as we are concerned-with it today, how-

ever, developed largely outside traditional child welfare

channels and appeared on the American social scene in the

latter part of the 960's. Like'other powerless g,-oups :that

were organized to rein ..s rTajor social jnec ir,ie3 at th.e end

of-chLs :1!:?ccie of 5ocial ch71J7,e and zeCo=, the chLL1 adoca:y

war-. (-Iffaz
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failing its children. 1 And,.Iike all social causes, from

the beginning, it drew suport from a number of sources.

For some, it was simply an attempt to get a piece of the

action for children; for others it provided a banner under

which they could attract new funding for old ideas; and for

still others, it presented an opportunity to design and

implement creative solutions to some of the problems of

children. For all - consumers, professionals, and citizens

alike the concept of child advocacy embodied. a sense of

hope and conviction; hope that at last something could be

done to improve. the lives of the nation's children; and

conviction that this was the time for action.. For this

audience "I am sure there is no need to document the many

ways in which this country' is failing its children, or to

explain the feelings of frustration and powelessness to

which the child advocacy movement appealed.

The first call for the establishment of a national system

of child advocacy was made in 1969 by the Joint CoMmission

on the Mental Health of Children in a report summarizing the

results of a three year study of the behavioral and emotional

problems of children.2 In order to begin the process of re-

ordering national priorities and to address the many inadequa-

cies and inequities' in cyir si-stem of :tervice:', for children,

the Joint Comissio recomende-J a.):7;oj tme

Co!Ancil wItn .;;

to t (Yr.. r)
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network of state and local child development councils and

authorities with poiicymaking anf, operational responsibilities.

The participants in the 1970 White HouSe Conference on

Children, influenced by this report of the Joint Commission,

made similar recommendations for the establishment of a

national system of child advocacy.3

These proposals were, of course, made during the early

years of the President's first term in office when many still

hoped that the momentum for social change of the early 1960's

would carry through, and that public monies would be available

to flind major programs in the human service sector. Devel-

ooments since that tkfle it clear that this was a false.

hope,. In 1971 the President F,ave the Of7fice of Child Devel-

o.on:,nt the explc5t char;,:e of -,,stab:,ishi the National ContThr

on Child Advocacy; but the Center is operating without a

director and has very limited staff and funding. At

same time various agencies within the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare. allocated .approximately n million

dollars to child advocacy projects for 1972, and a slightly

higher amount for the current year. To evaluate the Admin-

istrationls commitment to child advocacy, however, or must

weigh this fundi-o-:: aaThst its proposl
,t-L, 17 t:)11ion

dollar cu in felPral?y social T.J.corams a

r.--

71.
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it is certainlydoomed if its survival depends on high levels

of fede2a1 funding alone.

However, unlike such developments as mental patients

liberation, gay power, and consumer advocacy, the child

advocacy movement does build-on the long tradition of social

action for children mentioned earlier: Unfortunately, the

leadership of the children's field which had taken such an

important advocacy role for children in the early part of

the century, had in recent years been turned over to child

welfare specialists who concentrated their energies on more

technical matters. For example, since the 1940's, the

Children's Bureau has been concernri primarily with admin-

istering grants, conductin,r4 research and upgrading proram

standards in very limited aras. Similarly the Child Welfare

League, as well as its member a2;encies, has focused its ef-

forts in recent years on developinFz, high quality professional

casework services, primarily for children outside their own

homes.- For example, in 1967, less than l% of the children

in this country were receiving any form of child welfare

service.
4

Given this preoccupation with residual services,

it is little wonder that forces outside the child welfare

field took the lead advahc chilf4 movernent..

In a sense it was left to thse other groutr.):3 to worry abott

- rTh."1-1 (-yr' '-'r-)0u-- ....

ryi,rnv
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In 1971 the Office of Child Development gave a grant to

Columbia University School of Social Work to conduct a national

study of child advocacy.5 The ourpose of this study was to

evaluate the many diverse -activities going on under the child

advocacy label in order to determine if there was anything

new or different about this phenomenon and to attempt some

conceptual ordering of the field. At the time that we under-

took the study, child advocacy was very obviously 'a band-

wagon phenomenon. The only thin?: which was really clear was

that a great deal was going on under this label. The terra

child advocacy was bein:7, used to describe every type of action

on behalf of children, includin direct serv:ice, leFall action,

coordi-natioq and planni, lobby, et-. For :apie, 20

some child advocacy DrojectS were funded by such Feder,,1

azencies as Social and aehabilitat5on Services, Office of Chld.

Development, Uational Institute of Yiental Health, Office of

Education, and Office of Economic Opportunity. In addition

advocacy projects were established at the state level under

the auspices of Governors Committees on Children and Youth,

--!-9 State Departments of Mental Health, and the newly .established
?mgo

Offices for Children's Services. In several states 1g1s1a-:
.0mtiL,

d
tion was introd.uced to establish state-wide proams of child

advocacy and ih T:lorth ::,Itch a hill acziAaily
r ;

. In th,7.- or

7117)7 ;
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For example, groups sach as the National Council of Jewish

Women and the Junior League have initiated advocacy programs

in different cities throughout the country. The child

advocacy movement enfused new energy into traditional self-

help organizations and stimulated the development of such

new groups as parents of emotionally disturbed children and

foster parents associations. One of the major thrusts was

the development of a national Children's Lobby as well as

state lobbies in California, iassachusetts and several other

states. Also youth groups which had started to organize around

student issues in the later 1960's were able to use the child

advocacy label to broaden their focus and to demand a more

active role in the determination of public policy. And

finally, political action groi:J,Is 5uch as National Welfare

Rjghts Organization were able to use children's issues as a

cause around which to organize support for their particular

agendas. Perhaps the least active in this whole child advotacy,

movement were the.traditional child welfare agencies. Only

the child welfare agencies which have merged with family

service agencies and initiated family advocacy programs in

accord with the recommendations of the Family Service Association

of America have demonstrated any .serious interest in advocacy.

The study which we cond7:_cted took plac:. in ;77-7-). At

tnc start of." thf, .

alloccy -

advocacy ;)7(.0.7wa

tc2 :;
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of HEW, State Departments of :;_ental Health and Public Welfare,

State Committees on Children and Youth, etc. We then sent

questionnaires to all the programs so identified. Finally

we conducted case studies of some 70 programs in different

parts of the country. In total, we identified 116. child

advocacy programs, and it was this sample on which we-based

our findings.

To be honest, when we started our study we were dismayed

by what we saw and wondered if the whole child advocacy

business was anything more than a new sort of hustle for

funds. The more we studied the phenomenon, however, the

more we began to conclude that there was a certPin-th-me

running through much of the child advocacy activity which is

distinct and imnortant. It is this aspect of the child

advocacy movement which i would like to focus on today.

To understand what is significant about child advocacy,

it is necessary to review the history of child welfare

services briefly. Under common law tradition children were

viewed as the almost exclusive property of their parents and

public intervention in the parent-child relationship was

considered at best a necessary evil. There-Pore,- th

child welfare services were the orphanaii,,es and foster c,.?. re

a7nnies establiched to prr:,7id.e or
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started their crusade for the establishment of childrp=n's

protective services. The fact that the need for such programs

was not recognized until after the establishment of Societies

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals may say something

about our national priorities! It certainly reveals how

deep-seated was the reluctance to allow state intervention

in family life.

The early leaders in the child protective field "saw

themselves as 'arms of the law' and directed their efforts

to the prosecution of parents rather than the provision of

social services. °7 In this way they emphasized the

saving" role which was.implicit :L the orphanages and foster

care ag,,nries established earlier. Unfort!Anately, this

child-savinil; mentality is a legacy which continues to

characterize many child welfare programs today. However,

on a more positive note, the establishment of children's

protective services signaled some general acceptance of the

notion that the state has at least limited responsibility

to safeguard the interests of children; and it foreshadowed

a gradual enhancement of the societal guarantee to children.

The 20th century has witnessed a marked expansion in the

degree of state intervention in r.)arnt-;:hj1c1 relatl.onshjD

as, for e=ole, in judic-la decislons ;:hat chllth.en

be ;")_ve-n. ef;s,ntial tht th ' a*'-'

choo

into



...the child did not escape control, rather he ex-
perienced a partial exchan.L;e of masters in which the
ignorance, neglect and exploitation of some parents
were replaced by presumably fair and uniform treat- a

ment at the hands of public authorities and agencies.-'

This change did not take place without controversy. The

President's veto of the Child Development Bill passed by

Congress last year only. echoed the words of a long line of

alarmists who have warned that each new piece of social leg-

islation would communalize our youth and destroy the sanctity

of the family. If the social programs developed during this

century functioned- only to substitute for parental responsi-

bility, there might be some justification for this viewpoint.

Certainly many agencies established to serve the interests of

children do anythir but! In many juvenile institutions, for

example, children are subject to neglect and abuse of a sort

which would provide grounds for criminal complaint if they

received the same treatment from their parents. Similarly,

despite laws requiring all children to attend school, school

systems have been found to exclude the very children most in

need of educational services.
10

Since the 1950!s, some of the leaders in the social

welfare field, recognizing the futility- of many efforts at

'child-rescue, " have urged a more family--f'oeused aoproal.

mer;_7,er o c' -_it 1:;el:are and faily se vice- a:7en(.;ie.z. in

some .a-cas IT,nL7 s,=ait-c., in

,rvii; at

e2ha:t,j
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and responsibilities.and strengthening the family unit; yet

the failure to achieve any major changes in-the quality of

services for children remains clear.

Coupled with the recognition of this failure hat been

a growing conviction on the part of many in the human service

field that adequate public services are an essential component
11

of life in a post-industrial society. Perhaps the most

interesting feature of the child advocacy movement today is

that it is focused primarily on the rights, benefits, and

entitlements which the state must grant children and their

families. Thus, instead of viewing the state as posing a

threat to the integrity of family life, child advocacy

spokesmen are concerned with the contributions to family

life WhiCh Can be Made by social inStitiatIOnS. Recent

court decisions requiring adequate treatent for institution-
12

alized children in Alabama and adequate education for all
13

children in Pennsylvania provide graphic examples of this

type of thinking.in the legal field. And in the social

welfare field, all the emphasis on problems of service

delivery - integration and coordination of services, user

options, consumer accountability, etc. - reflets a recogaition

of the significance of .5ervice j.nsto:-: in th,7 livef; of

r.

',fhatth jo th-1

ca.:1 do.fp that we hr,s b.,,co-;:e a



or lesser degree on the services provided through the public

social sector. Certainly, these services make an essential

contribution to healthy child development. Therefore, re-

cognizingthe many deficiencies in our social institutions,

the differential opportunities for access, and the uneaual

distribution of resources, the core of child advocacy is

the effort, not to dismantle these programs, but.rather to

monitor and strengthen them so that they can better serve

the functions for which they were originally designed.

The three major themes which underline current efforts

in the child advocacy field can be identified as follows:

1. Wide-spread recognition of the ecological approach to child

development which suggests that children develop. not only

through interaction with their families but also through

transactions with secondary institutions such as schools,

hospitals, child care facilities, recreation programs, etc.;

2. Increased acceptanced of the concept that in the same way

as parents have certain inherent responsibilities to their

children, so society has certain obligations to its children

and must provide certain essential services to all children;

3. Commitment to the idea that since these services are provided

to children, not as a result of .charity or gove=ental larEesse,

but rather as a matter of r i g n t and entitlement, the institu-

tions providiL, thene servicen be acou.ntable to the

;Du-ojic at and to their conners 1 i ticuiar.

F!:::ortn fine ehll'j ad:oeay att

arrive at a dencl-if' thes.e nj.
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capture the essential components of the child advocacy programs

we had studied throughout the country. We, therefore, defined

child advocacy as an "intervention on behalf of children in

relation to those services and institutions impinging on

their lives." -There are some who would argue that it is un-

necessarily limiting to define child advocacy in this way.

It would be better to use the term as a banner or a rallying

point around-which to organize all sorts of activity on behalf

of children. We certainly would agree that causes are an im-

portant feature of American life - and that at times they are

essential to highlight issues, establish new .priorities,.and

revitalize organized efforts to achieve change. For example,

the recent ecology movement has made all of us more aware

and more concerned about our environment. .However, the problem

with causes is that they-are very .ephemeral ohenomena; they

cannot be directed by professional or governmental bodies,

but rather they depend upon charismatic leadership, imagination,

mission, and timing. Hopefully-we will always have people who

can create such causes in the children's field. To leave

child.advocacyto such chance,-however, ould be to ignore.

What we see as the critical ingredient of the child advocacy

movement, and that is the newly defined societal need to

monitor and -enhance the transactionbetween child-fen-and ti-le

focaJ inctitution5; which affect We thec?,for

fe1 it c,o focus on child advocacy

of an oraed
L.plemontc,d, and eva.Liatd,
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Child advocacy in this sense is not an easy concept to

grasp. It shifts the focus from intra-familial transactions

to the transactions between children and secondary social

institutions; unlike many earlier attempts to inervene in

the parent-child relationship, child advocacy attempts to

supplement rather than to supplant parental roles and re- '

sponsibilities. The key notion in child advocacy-is that

children have certain rights in relation to the social in-

stitutions which impinge on their lives. However, current

social circumstances, most especially those of poverty and

racism, reauire that children be given support to insure

equal access to the services and benefits to which they are

entitled. In addition, given the strength of Political forces

indifferent to the needs of children, the inherent defects

in bureaucratic orr;anization, and the self-serving nature of

many professional groups, service organizations must continually

be monitored to insure that they serve-the purposes for which

they were founded.

In practice then, child advocacy activities might include

providing evidence at a school suspension hearing as to why

an individual child should be re-admitted to school; negotia-

tion with a local grout of physicians to 'provide free medical

care to a certain r=ber of children: attempts to mediate

bet:ieen -police a g-co' p of tefN. lr..op ys: or-:an zation of

a lAistbed chil:lre-r1 to act

!. ac:r,
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of the budget of the State Department of Education to ,

light the unequal distribution. of funds between middle and

low income communities; or lobbying against the establishment

of income limitations for day care service. From this list-

ing it is obvious that almost every activity on behalf of

children including direct service, coordination, program

planning, etc. can be an advocacy activity or can lead to

advocacy. We would suggest, however, that it is not very

useful to engage in a semantic game of relabeling all of

these activities as advocacy. Rather, use of the term

child advocacy should be confined to those activities which

have the distinct purpose of intervening in the transactions

between children and secondary institutions imoinging on

their lives.

There are a number of different possible ways of think-:

ing about and organizing advocacy activities. Today "Mould

simply like to share-with you some of the distinctions which

we observed in practice. This is a very new field in which,

a lot of experimentation is going on. Old ways for doing

things are being challenged while new ideas are being tested

out. it is certainly far too early to draw any final con

elusions in this area and it is not even possible to present

any clearcut models for advocacy programs ac t!_:, preli;ont

time. 7or eyainrol ha7, lon made a distictiol-i-

bittwee.:1 o.dvoacy. or aetiv:Ly on 'obalf w: an

ar:i-,,ro.4.cy, or activ:!.ty on

7?-Cy-lt orlal wisrio , te
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activities must be performed by different peo'31e in different

organizational settings. Yet the Family-Servtce Association,

certainly an old establishment in the social work field, is

now advancing the concept of case to cause advocacy in its

family advocacy programs. Similarly, distinctions have

long been made between legal and lay advocacy; yet many

new programs are experimenting with different combinations

of legal and lay advocacy. Even the old distinctions between

public and voluntary agencies have started to blur as private

agencies begin to receive government grants, and public

ar74,nciesiestablish citizen advisory boards and make use of

lay volunteers.

We found that the most useful ways of distinguishing

advocacy 'programs were in terms of their starting points

and their targets for intervention. First, in regard to

starting points for advocacy, it seemed that most programs

fell into one of four types. Some programs, especially

those that have a direct service component, start with case

services and engage in advocacy as they see the need arise

in their work with individuals. Other programs begin with

a survey of needs in a given geographic area or among a-given

population group. Still other groups start by monitoring

the services provided by existing ac;encies and, ns thF'y

obser/e defects In these sn-vice:;, enFpe vario-:s -_.o 'b!.

to c.f.flect ip to
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force for advocacy.

In regard to the targets for intervention, we found that

Programs tend to concentrate on one or more levels. Some

concentrate almost, entirely on achieving certain benefits

for the individual case or client. In other words, they do

not worry about effecting change which benefits a larger

-group but rather engage in whatever activity is necessary

to safeguard the interests of their particular client or

clients. Other groups concentrate on local service agencies

and attempt to effect change in the policies, programs, per-

sonnel, or board composition of local agencies. Still others

concentrate on executive or administrative agencies such as

State Departments of Education or Welfare and attempt to

effect change at this level in policy guidelines, adminis-

trative regulations, budget allocations, etc. Finally,

still other groups concentrate on .achieving changes in the

law-either through lobbying for new legislation, or engaging

in legal action in the courts.

Generally we found that child advocacy programs tended

to cluster in three major types: First are the community-

based programs which tend to start either with case services

or need surveys and concentrate- their .efforts on effec n,t7

change either at the case level- or in local service agencies.

--:,econ_d are thf,

wLth nee6 s;J::v...ys or -.Ionitor

che effort:: on -t*, e ar,d
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of which are under Voluntary auspices, tend to concentrate

their efforts either on monitoring the actions of the various

federal agencies or on effecting change in the law through

lobbying and court action. Self-help organizations tend

to be distributed along this entire range, depending upon

whether they are local, statewide, or national groups.

It is almost impossible to say anything definitive about

the effectiveness of various types of child advocacy programs

at the present time. Generally it would .seem that programs

which have a limited focus and clearly defined goals are

able to design and implement their change strategies most

effectively. However, the state of the art in child advocacy

is very limited. Among existing agencies greatest attention

has been given to the question of structural variable. As a

result many advocacy programs have elaborate organizational

structures which make provision for representing practically

everyone who could possibly have an interest in child advocacy;

but these are often irrelevant because goals are so diffuse

and strategies and techniques so poorly conceptualized. The

need for further innovation, clarification and documentation

is clear. It is far too early to do more than point out

promising leads and creative ideas.

At present there are a number of major issues in tne

coil !:!,d7ocacy Cied which reuire of hard

For.:72aple;resarc:h neti

3.ch 1. i r).; hhe-relaLive a(Jvanta

;'),(locacy oro;v:a=, ta s,,cohrlary co!..; t3 of
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Programs, appropriate operational bases for different types

of projects, and ontimal allocation of staff roles. One

issue which I would like to highlight today is the whole

matter of accountability and sanction. In other words,

where does the advocate get the right to intervene and to

whom is he accountable? In regard to justiciable rights,

the sanction is clearcut; in other words, when a client is

denied benefits which have been specified by law so that the

matter can be adjudicated in the courts, the advocate need

have little doubt about his right to intervene. Sanction

is also very clearcut in situations in which agencies violate

their own policies and procedures. -In such cases, because

of principle of equal treatment, the advocate has every

right to demand that his client be treated in the same way

as all other clients of the agency in question. In fact,

in situations of the two types just mentioned I would say

that the advocate not only has a- right, but an obligation to

intervene regardless of administrative policy or personal

consequence.

It is when the advocate moves into new areas in which

rights or benefits have not been legislatively specified or

established by administrative precedent-that he must examine

his motivation and be clear about his sanction. Certainly.

a child advoco.te w Ild not wish to refrain fro otinc!; si=ly

becau:3e certain r. C.Ls havo not 1-)eon estr:!,biishea by law. P02:

e=tple vi;ht to treatm,int caoe in :aabama rt.r,cent

aKam 1 of a caF:e in ,hich layer:; w o . e d to obtin a ru:I.;
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which expanded the rights of children by stating that if they

were involuntarily committed to a state institution they

had a right to adequate treatment. However, it is at this

cutting edge of the process of institutionalizing norms and

values that the child advocate faces the most difficult

questions. At this point he must ask: How does he know-

what he is fighting for is right? Where does he get the

sanction to proceed in a given course of action? On whose

behalf is he really acting? Sometimes public values have

converged sufficiently to create consensus about a social

minimum, so that the advocate may proceed on this basis.

Other times, he may use available professional knowledge as

a reference point. For instance, if it is known that healthy

child development demands certain environmental supports, the

advocate in good conscience may Proceed on this basis.

Perhaps the most obvious sanction for advocacy activity

is the requests or demands of consumers. However, in the

children's field this raises additional questions because of

the problem of defining who the consumer is. Should the

advocate be accountable directly to the child, to the parents,

or to some community body? In case advocacy when only the

interests of a'single client are represented, this is a

relatively easy is '.).e to resolve; however, at ties the

1.1-sts oj: the may cni'liet with those o

the u.I.vocat other co `':.t

0:--)M-2ra act to

Lr,so he



anyone from engaging in advocacy. Rights must be constontly

redefined and expanded in a changing society, and certainly

social workers have a major role to play in this endeavor.

I wish only to point out some of the hard questions which must

be faced as we move into adversarial positions and can no

longer feel secure about acting simply in accordance with

agency policy.

So what does all this mean for child elfare Practice?

First, T would say that child welfare agencies must recognize

that they are likely to be the targets of advocacy inter-

ventions by those outside the child welfare system - and this

must be accepted with as much openness and grace as possible.

Rather than waiting for the ol.ztside forces to attack, however,

child welfare agencies can begin to engage in 'nat the Family

Service Association terms "internal advocacy." This mean,"

that administration and staff must start to view their .own

program through the same critical eye that they observe

schools, mental .health facilities, etc.

One way to do this is to develop various internal. monitor-

ing devices. For example, in a small agency it is possible

to stop operations for a day occasionally so that the entire

staff can meet and engage in a process of self-evaluation

ln regard to current priorities, i)rogress toward 1o:1g-range

goals, servie defects, et(. al a lacg:,:r

ca e'1' e a !-,1:'!Ir poces One aic:.L1n 11-q

in sol: to. u'n:t
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membcs to take on a client role for short Periods in order

to experience agency services-from the perspective of the

consumer. An approach which has been used successfully

in a few large institutions is to establish a permanent

internal monitoring unit. Generally, the person or persons

occupying this position must be able to observe or obtain

adequate information about all the operations of the agency

and to solicit suggestions and complaints from staff and

consumers, He can be accountable to either the administrator

or the board of directors but must have free access to them

and sufficient status so that his recommendations will be

heard.

In regard to this same matter of internal advocacy,

child welfare agencies must consider the .issue of consumer

accountability. in relation to their own operations. In

recent years, most agencies have at least made a token

effort to place consumers on their policymaking or adv :Lsory

boards. Because of the difficulty in the child welfare field

of even identifying, let alone representing, the interests

of all consumers it is especially important that board com-

position be continually re-assessed. For example, several

years ago When I was working at a child welfare ap;ency in

Dos boa, the staff, after considerable accitation, were told

that sore consaers had final been apnointed to the-boad

of di-cccors: initia)17..we thi at :to. .7a1 ,

orlly sor iatr tha j. thj.F j. L -fed

tc.) e 'CO
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trust that things have changed slightly since that tim.1!

However, because of this problem of delineating a constituency

in the child welfare field, it is important that other types

of accountability devices also be explored. For example,

it would be possible to develop simple types of evaluation-

forms which consumers could submit anonymously after they

had received service from the agency. Some of the self-

organized client groups such as foster parent associations

and mothers of abused children could certainly be asked to

give direct feedback regarding agency operations. And in

some of the large public organizations, it might be possible

to develop mechanisms for consumer input to policymaking

bodies in different (,erational units.

Another method of insuring consumer accouAtability,

which I would especially 'like to advocate, is the establish-

ment of appeal mechanisms through which clients can challenge

agency decisions which they feel are arbitrary or unfair. In

extreme cases, child welfare consumers are now able to seek

recourse in the courts, as, for example, in hearings regarding

termination of parental rights and in the recent spate of

Petitions by foster parents challenging the agency's right

to remove children from their homes.. But if we had adecudate

appeal mechanizi-2s, sane casesof the latter type never

have to .,o to cou.rt. Arid certai 1- -uel-

wou.ld n-o7Ide rileano to chaTil.--n7,c

. alt hou;:h :t-Jvc,

ncve-,4thc.i.e, have .t on th:J.



people involved.

Finally, internal advocacy may at times require what a

recent publication by Ralph Nader has termed "whistle-

blowing." In other words, if a staff person feels that

his agency is engaging in some practice which is contrary

to the interests of its consumers and he has exhausted all

the internal mechanisms for effecting change, he may have

to speak out publicly.against the agency. This is not

something which a social worker would want to do lightly

because of the obvious personal consequences and the Dos-

sibility that such action might tend to undermine public

confidence in other types of social welfare activity. How-

ever, there may be times when orofossional responsibility

and an advocacy stance demand such action.

Unfortunately, if we always waited until our own agencies

were in order before intervening with other service systems,

we might never get to the point of advocacy with other in-

stitutions! Therefore, I have dwelt on :Internal advocacy

at some length only because I feel that social Workers have

a serious responsibility to do everything in their power to

make their own agencies accountable to their consumers. How-

ever, internal and external advocacy are essentially oarallel

Drocesses and child welfare workers should be ready to advo-

cate with other service systems at the same time that they are

tryirl-r to effect chano wtthTh their own a7,elies.

chnes se e::1 to co:ne 1;o7,t esily thr(-- actio-1 of

outside forces. Tor :.y be th7,,twhle the child
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welfare agency is attempting to advocate with the school, sane

other group will be able to instigate some necessary change

within the child welfare agency. Therefore, the advocate

should never hesitate to intervene with other systems

because of inadequacies in his own' organization.

Because child welfare agencies work with some of the

most troubled children in the community and are generally

called in to hells when the primary service institutions

have failed, staff in these agencies are in an especially

good position to observe and document the deficiencies in

schools, health care programs, welfare departments; etc.

Certainly, child welfare workers can and must engage in

individual case advocacy to secure necessary services for

their clients. Unfortunately, no matter what sort of new

laws and progressive administrative rulings we get, it

seems that the only way to ensure that they are enforced

is to monitor their implementation on a case by case basis.

In addition, it is often only in relation to individual

problems that one becomes aware of gaps and deficiencies

in major social- programs and institutions. Therefore, no

matter What sort of social progress we make, I think there

will always be a need for advocacy at the case level - and

rel-tal.nly this should continue to be an integral component

of the case7:lorke-^'s role. qlated to th7ls, I believe,

the reGponsibil r to teac'71 Inuch

po:;sible abcP.It r...71atio to tIle so-11

on 'his life. in ca:. learn



many instances to be their own advocates.

Effective child advocacy often involves class action

as well as case advocacy. Because of the particular

knowledge and skills required for class advocacy and the

political and organizational constraints on-direct service

agencies, child welfare workers may want to turn to

specialized advocacy programs for leadership in this area.

However, direct service workers are in an ideal position to

raise issues, identify problem areas and potential solutions,

and provide case documentation for broad-scale advocacy

efforts. ;If nothing else, they should at least bring

problem situJ.tions to the attention of appropriate social

action groups. Similarly they can provide information,

support, and technical assistance to consume-0 P;roaos which

are attempting to organize on their own behalf. And at

times, when no other resource is available, a commitment to

child welfare may demand that workers mobilize themselves and

-engage-in class advocacy around aspeeificissue.

Although child advocacy developed somewhat independently

of the child welfare field, it is very much an interdisciplinary'

endeavor .which is attractingincreasing numbers of child welfare

workers. It would seem natural for social workers to take

leadership this fiold since; unlike other human sCrvice

fessionaTs, they have long peceived a,tvoc2.c.y.as a-2_ iatera_

co.2:poflent; of their thorn TL re

reasons

profssio]:1 h:).s be :1 neJj it has -provilden little
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in the way of training for advocacy in either the professional

schools or in-service training programs. Social work education

has tended to emphasize a facilitative or collaborative ap-

proach to human relationships, concentrating on such matters

as group leadership, interviewing techniques, -and the com-

ponents of a casework relationship. Yet-advocacy implies

an adversarial approach which demands different knowledge

and skills. If social workers are to become effective

advocates for children or any other population group

the profession must begin to conceptualize the advocacy

process more fully and provide more adequate training for

this role.

A second factor which has probably mediated against

child welfare workers taking a more active advocacy role is

that, despite frequent exhortations and ethical prescriptions,

professional organizations have provided little support.for

individuals .who engage in advocacy. The National Association

of SotialWorkers does .thave an appeal procedure for workers

who feel they have been treated unfairly by their employers

and it has filed amicus curiae briefs in several court cases

involving advocacy on the part of social workers. However,

in a recent case in St. Louis, a social worker was fired from.

a state hospital becaUse, contrary to the wishes of the at-

tend f3 pL:ychiatris 2,he arranged legal counsel for an ..

adoJescent patint who wished. to know her ht, With resD2ct

to eTli,asP, On the ha.::.hat pesid.Lng , Q exclitdod

exoett tesimony intended to rhow that f.fle had eriagi:::d in a7)-
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Propriate social work behavior, the worker appealed a jury

decision in favor of the hospital. The appeal was denied

in a United States District Court on the basis that social

work has no professional standards for advocacy to justify

such expert testimony.
15 This is certainly a searing in-

dictment of the profession and suggests that NASW must

move immediately to establish practice standards for

advocacy. Related to this problem of the lack of profes-

sional standards for advocacy-is the fact that union col-

lective bargaining agreements and civil service grievance

Procedures seldom provide n.ny real- protection for individuals

who-engage in advocacy. Certainly, there will always be

some personal risk to advocacy; however, if soCial-wOrkers

were to insist that their professional associations, unions,

and membership Organizations-support individuals who suffer

reprisal for their advocacy activities, I think many workers

would be_ much quicker to adopt. an advocacy stance.

A final problem which tends to limit the advocacy engaged

in by child welfare workers is the fact that their agencies

have provided little in the way of structural support for

such activity. This can be seen most simply in such matters

as :'fork assignments and Performance evaluations. For example,

workloads are freauently estimated on the basis of the nuraber

of direct -elient intefviews and workeTs are usally

in terms of their dianostic. ability, intefview etc.

Definitions- O worklo and .eiteria for eva)-uatio

revised if childcliAl c works are to-Je.,'ceiv- aav0(2no:i as
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thelr t Ll this area. :O.,

that aencLes which pla to onhace thcir advocacy oa:pon3nt

must provide full support to their wo)-kers who attct to

Intervene in other social systems aid they must :levelop

long-range strategies for class advocacy based on the

problems encountered by staff in their work with ihdiViduals.

As I !,,entioned earner, th:, stat,, or the art jn child

advocacy is severely liited,and there are no preriptions

for eft'ectiveness in this arc%. The whole cocept ot- ehrldrchts

rijIts is new, as is the notion of intcrvention in social in-

stitutions. A rie practice s::kch as this reo,.1Lres in the

w'ay of so7.1 Invent Lon and eY.per1::lontflo.1. Hovcr, th

nocd ior child

acnoics shou_Li be thi fulct:.on. Therefore,

hone you ':;111 af:;ree that thc tilne for acton is now.
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